The other question, ''how does it decide if a game is interesting?'' is answered in chapter 4.
The fourth chapter is the most important as it describes the criteria used to measure the quality of a game. It starts by introducing the attributes that measure, as Cameron Browne elegantly puts it, the ''intellectual appeal; the elegance of the rules ... and the quality of the competition they produce''. These quality measures are described in detail in an appendix, chapter 4 only gives a few details on some of them; enough that the reader has the general idea. For example ''drama'' measures the chance a player has to recover from bad positions. Another is ''uncertainty'' which measures the uncertainty in the game outcome. The most interesting part in chapter 4 is the way these subjective measures are quantified.
At this stage, we have all the ingredients: a means of representing games and a means of evaluating their quality, all that is left is a way to evolve them and produce new games. This is the theme of chapter 5 which describes the elements of the genetic programming engine used to evolve the game description language. It describes how games are combined to produce new candidates; how they are modified and how their viability is verified. Chapter 5 ends with an interesting experiment that compares the quality of the evolved games as given by the quality measures with measures given by human test subjects.
Chapters 6 and 7 describe different games produced using Ludi. These games are presented in order of human preference along with their rules as produced by the evolutionary process. In chapter 7, the focus is on Yavalath. This game was ranked second by the human subjects and fourth by the machine. Incidentally Pentalath, the game that was ranked first by the machine was also ranked first by the human subjects. It however is more complex and deeper than Yavalath, which is simpler and more engaging. Yavalath is described and the interesting game situations are detailed. Chapter 7 also discusses the features of the game that lead to its commercialization.
Cameron Browne finishes with a discussion of the Ludi system, evolutionary game design and computational creativity. He leaves the reader with an interesting fact that raises further questions: he explains that there is nothing in the rules of the games designed by Ludi, that was not introduced in the initial rules given to the system. He also argues that the next step should be one where the ''creative process should be attributed more to the machine than to the programmer''. This part is rather short and I was left hanging expecting a more in-depth discussion.
Finally, the interested reader can find in the appendices many details about the game description language and the quality measures that evaluate games. The references section is also a good source of information; it includes references from many fields ranging from psychology to evolutionary computation passing by game theory and artificial intelligence.
The electronic version of the book is available on the ''springerlink'' web site as PDF where the chapters are packaged individually along with the appendices, the references and the index. One advantage over the printed version is that the figures are in color which makes them more legible than on the printed version where they are in black and white. Furthermore, all the citations to the figures, tables and the references are in the form of hyperlinks, which is useful.
Evolutionary Game Design is a valuable contribution to evolutionary computation and more generally to artificial intelligence. It is engaging to read, easy to follow and lives up to its promises. Furthermore, it delivers insights that should be helpful to anyone interested in AI and games. In the beginning, Cameron Browne cites Leibniz who once said ''Human being are never more ingenious than in the invention of games''. In my opinion, Evolutionary Game Design says how to transfer parts of this ingenuity to the machine.
